
You used the MS,
SSS, and sAS

Congruence

Theorems to prove

triangles congruent.

(Lessons 4-4 and 4'5)

{ ldentify similar a
I triangles using the M

Similarity Postulate

and the SSS and SAS

Similarlty Theorems.

a'l Use similar triangles

Zto solve problems.

Julian wants to draw a similar versi0n 0l his

skate club's logo on a poster He first draws

a line at the bottom of the poster. Next, he

uses a qrlout 0f the original triangle t0 copy

lhe two bottom angles. Finally, he extends

the noncommon sides of the two angles.

,=
Tennessse
Guniculum Standards

ClE3108.4.8 Establish
proc€sses f or determining

congru€nce and similariry ol

figures, especially as relai€d

10 scale factor, contextual

applications, and

transforrnations.

y' 3108.4,36 Use seveml

rnethods, including M, SSS,

and SAS, to prove that Mo
trlangles are sirnlar

SP|3108.4.11 Use basic

tlreor€ms about similar and

congruent trlangles to soLve

Wobens. AIso addr$ses
,/3108.4.s7.

{ Identify Similal ltiangles The example suggests that two triangles are similar r
I tlvo pa irs of correspond ing a ngles are conBruen t.

Determine whether the triangles are similar. If so, write a similarity statemenl
Explain your reasoning.

A.JM

a, Slnce mlL = mlM, lL = ZM. By the Triangle Sum Theorem, 57 + 48 + mlK = 1{
so mlK = 75. Slnce mlP = 75, lK= lP So, LLIK - AMQP by AA Similariry

b. IRSX = lWSf by the Vertica I Angles Theorem. Since Rtll Tw,lR = IW'
So, ARSX - AWST bY AA SimilaritY.

GuidedPractice

1A. e
Nt\h 44'\
CB

18.

Postulate 7.1 Angle-Angle (AA) Similarit},

tf two angles of one triangle are congruent to two

angles 0f another triangle, then the triangles are similar.

Exampfe lf z/ = lF and lB = lG,lhen
AABC - AFGH.

"R^,t w-
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You can use the AA Similarity Postulate to prove the following two theorems.

Theorems Points 0n Perpendicular Bisectors

7.2 Side-Side-Side (SSS) Similarity
lf the corresponding side lengths 0f two
triangles are proportional, then the

triangles are similar.

Example tt$=$=$tnenE^dtttlttu n 
Mp = pQ = 

trM-, 
nto

AJKL - AMPQ.

7.3 Side-Ansle-Side (sAS) Similarity
It the lengths of tlvo sides 01 one triangle

are proportional to the lengths of two
corresponding sides 0f another triangle

and the included angles are congruent,

then ihe triangles are similar.

rxamnre rf ff=f andts= tY,then

ARST - AXYZ

s,
^4,A,

You will pfove Theofent 7.3 in Exercisil 25.

Proof Theorem 7,2

Given: ff= H=#
Prove: AABC - AFGH

A

Paragraph Proof:

Locate.f onIG so that lG : AB.
Draw /K so that /K ll -FH.

Label lGlK as 11.

Since lG = lG by the Reflexive
Property and 11 = lF by th.e

Corresponding Angles Postulate,
AG/K - AGFH by the AA
Similarity Postulate.

A

By the de:finition of similar polygons # = ffi = ff. By substitution,

AB GK ]K
FG CH FH'

da o. a. .v !!,^aSince we are also given lhdt i;- - ,, - ,i we can say that ;H CH - -
TV

* = ft. fnis means tllat CK = BC and lK = AC, so GK = BC and lK = AC.

By SSS, AABC = LIGK.

By CPCTC, lB = lG ar.d lA = 11. Since 1L = lF, lA = lF by the
Transitive Property. By AA Similarity, LABC - LFGH.

B

/\

B

ItdyTiP
Fa$nding Sides To

ts-rine which sides of

! ri?ngles correspond,

Tr by comparing the

tGrS sides, then the next

rq-.s sides, and finish by

'r.EzJing 
the shortest sides.
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Determine whether the triangles are similar. If so, write a similarity
statement. ExDlain vour reasonins.

a.P

GuidedPractice

24. ,t

ln the figlure, IADB is a right angle. Which of the
{ollowing would zof be sufficient to prove that

^.ADB 
- ACDB?

^AD BD.. BD CD

F'AB BD-BC CD

PR_8^.2 PQ_ o ^,.2.-.r QR _ 5 _50
sR - 20 "' 5' Sr - 15 "' 5'""" TR 1.2.5 1.25

,^
or f. So, APQR - ASTR by the SSS Similarity Theorem-

By the Reflexive Property,'lA = lA.
,4f _ t0 _10 ^.2^^AAL _ 8 _8^"2
/B-10+5-15"' 3*'"/4C-B F4 12"' 3

Since the lengths of the sides that include ZA
are proportional, AAEF - AACB by the SAS
qimil'rirv Thp^ram

sPt3t08.t.4

C IABD = lC
.., AD _BD.AB" BD- cD- BC

Read the Test ltem

You are given that IADB is a light angle and asked to identify which additional
information would not be enough to prove that AADB * LCDB.

Solve the Test ltem

Stnce IADB is a right angle, ICDB is also a ri.gJ'ft angle. Since al1 right angles are
congutent, IADB = ZCDB. Check each answer choice rmtil you find one that
does not supply a sufficient additional condition to prove that AADB - ACDB.

Choice A: Uffi=ffiarraZADB= tcDB,then AADB - LCDBby
SAS Similarity.

Choice B: If # = P and IADB = ICDB,lhen we cannot conclude thatBL CD
LADB - ACDB because the included anele of side AB and BD is
not / ADB. So the arswer is B.

StudyTip
Draw Diagrams lt is helplul

to redraw similar lriangles
so that the corresponding

side lengths have the
same orientation.

You can decide what is sufficient to prove that two triangles are similar.

Test-TakingTip
ldentifying Nonexamples

Sometimes test questions

require you to find a

nonexample, as in this

case. You must check each

option unlil you find a valid

nonexample, lf you would

like to check your answer,

confirm that each additional

oplion is correct.

ED +ZO I Lesson 7-3 | simitar rrianstesx
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ROILER C0ASTERS Hallie is estimating the height of the Superman roller coaster in
Mitchellville, Maryland. She is 5 feet 3 inches tall and her shadow is 3 feet long. II
the length of the shadow of the roller coaster is 40 feet, how tall is the roller coastclt

Understand Make a sketch of the situation. 5 feet 3 inches is equivalent to 5.25 feet.

Plan

Solve

ts40ft______t

In shadow problems, you can assume that the angles formed by the Sun's
rays with any two objects are congruent and that the two objects form tll
sides of two right triangles.

Since two pairs of angles are congruent, the right triangles are similar br-
the AA Similarity Postulate. So, thq following proportion can be written

Hallie's height Hallie's shadow length

coastert herght = .."tt"r! rhrd.lv l""gth

Substitute the known values and 1et.r = roller coaster's heisht.
5.25 3
x40

3 ' x:40(5.25) cross Products Propeny

3x = 210 Simplify.

Divide each side by 3.

Substilution

The roller coaster ls ZO-feet tall.

Check The roller coaster's shadow length is ff or about I3.3 times Hallie's
shadow length. Check to see that the ro1ler coaster's height is about
13.3 times HaLLie's height. +9 = 13.3 /

- J,IJ It

GuidedPractice

5. BUILDINGS Adam is standing next to the Palmetto Building in Columbia, South
Carolina. He is 6 feet tal1 and the length of his shadow is 9 feet. If the length of
the shadow of the building is 322.5 feet, how tall is the building?

Problem-SoluingTip
BeasonableAnswers When
you have solved a problem,

check your answer lor
reasonableness. In this

example, Hallie's shadow is
a little more than half her

height, The coasteas shadow

is also a little more than half
of the height you calculated.

Therelore, the answer
is reasonable.

Triangle Similarity

^"\'4, z

"AB BC CA' xY YZ ZX'

Ihen AABC * AXYZ.

It lA= lxand lC= ZZ,

INen AABC - AXYZ

tt zA= txand+=#,
Then AABC - AXYZ,

7-3 | similar Triangles


